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Story Headline: The Russian Federation’s Lana Prusakova takes the first ever YOG Ladies’ Freestyle Skiing Slopestyle gold at Lillehammer 2016

Event: Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games
Date: 19 February
Place: Hafjell, Norway
SHOT LOG & Transcripts of sound-bytes:

Aerial GV of Hafjell Freepark

Close up of Lana Prusakova at the start gate of her final Run and starting her Run

Close up of Lana Prusakova going over a jump and down the course

Wide of Lana Prusakova coming down the course

Aerial shot of Lana Prusakova approaching a jump

Close up of Lana Prusakova going over a jump and doing tricks

Wide of Lana Prusakova approaching a jump backwards, doing tricks, landing and continuing down the course

Close up of Lana Prusakova at the end of her Run

Lana Prusakova taking to the podium

Side shot of Lana Prusakova receiving her gold medal

Close up of Lana Prusakova with her gold medal on the podium
SOUNDBYTE: Lana Prusakova, Ladies’ Freestyle Skiing Slopestyle champion, Lillehammer 2016 (Russian language)

Close up of Lana Prusakova during the national anthem

Wide of the Russian national flag being raised

Wide of Lana Prusakova on the podium

SOUNDBYTE: Lana Prusakova, Ladies’ Freestyle Skiing Slopestyle champion, Lillehammer 2016 (Russian language)

Close up of the medallists on the podium

Lana Prusakova holding up her gold medal
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